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An optimal and integrative tsunami warning system is introduced that takes full advantage of remote sensing and geographical information systems (GIS) in monitoring, forecasting, detection, loss evaluation, and relief management for tsunamis. Using the primary impact zone in Banda Aceh, Indonesia as the pilot area, we conducted three simulations that showed that while the December 26, 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami claimed about 300,000 lives because there was no tsunami warning system at all, it is possible that only about 15,000 lives could have been lost if the area had used a tsunami warning system like that currently in use in the Pacific Ocean. The simulations further calculated that the death toll could have been about 3,000 deaths if there had been a disaster system further optimized with full use of remote sensing and GIS, although the number of badly damaged or destroyed houses (29,545) could have likely remained unchanged.
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At 7:58 a.m. (local time) on December 26, 2004, beneath the Indian Ocean west of Sumatra, Indonesia, pent-up energy from the compression forces of one tectonic plate grinding under another found a weak spot in the overlying rock. The rock was thrust upward, and shook as a 9.0 magnitude earthquake sent its vibrations out into the ocean. The earthquake caused vertical deformations of the ocean floor. The deformation displaced a volume of water, which generated the tsunami. Tsunamis spread out in all directions; the massive waves washed over islands and crashed against coastlines in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Thailand, southern India, and even the east coast of Africa. Tens of thousands of people were killed, millions made homeless.

To improve the efficiency of remote sensing in disaster management, we combined remote sensing and geographical information system (GIS). If we know nothing about an event, remote sensing may provide some spectrum information of objects. If we have some data in advance, we can choose suitable sensors to target the object in due place and time; remote sensing and GIS can be much more effective if combined with the components of a disaster system (He et al., 1993; Wang, 1993).

This article first reviews the existing tsunami warning system and remote sensing and GIS applications for the December 26, 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. We analyzed the disaster system and investigated the potential roles of remote sensing and GIS in each of the components. Next, we simulated three scenarios investigating the disaster, first recreating the extent of the disaster without a warning system (current situation), second investigating the disaster if there had been a warning system such as the one used in the Pacific Ocean, and third simulating the disaster if an optimally designed warning system had been installed. The simulations show clearly how...
disaster relief and prevention could be improved if remote sensing and GIS were incorporated into a disaster system effectively.

1. EXISTING TSUNAMI WARNING SYSTEMS

1.1. United States

The U.S. National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (NTHMP) (Bernard, 2005) is a state/federal partnership created to reduce tsunami hazards along U.S. coastlines. Established in 1996, the NTHMP coordinates the efforts of five Pacific states, namely, Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon, and Washington, with three federal agencies of NOAA (National Ocean and Atmosphere Agency), FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency), and USGS (US Geological Survey Bureau). In the program:

(1) Deep ocean tsunami data and numerical models are established for tsunami forecasting;
(2) A seismic network enables the tsunami warning centers to locate and size earthquakes faster and more accurately;
(3) Twenty-two tsunami inundation maps have been produced, which cover 113 coastal communities with a population at risk of over a million people; and
(4) A tsunami-resilient communities program has been initiated through awareness, education, warning dissemination, mitigation incentives, coastal planning, and construction guidelines.

The significant impact of the program was demonstrated on November 17, 2003, when an Alaskan tsunami warning was canceled because real-time, deep ocean tsunami data (amplitude as small as 1 cm under 6000 m of water) indicated the tsunami would be nondamaging (Bernard, 2005). Canceling this warning averted an evacuation in Hawaii, avoiding a loss in productivity valued at $68 M.

1.2. Japan

Since 1952, Japan has been developing its Pacific tsunami warning system. Around Japan there is a network of 300 seismic sensors, including 80 on the seabed, which record seismic activity and water pressure around the clock. Tsunamis are predicted based on the location, strength, and depth below the surface of a quake. A tsunami alert is issued on radio channels and TV screens within 3 minutes for the most at-risk areas, giving a 10-minute warning to allow residents to evacuate these areas.

1.3. International Tsunami Information Center

Under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, an International Coordination Group for the Tsunami Warning System in the Pacific was established in 1968, and the International Tsunami Information Center (ITIC) was established in 1965. Both the ITIC and the U.S. Pacific Tsunami Warning Center are located in Hawaii and are hosted by the National Weather Service. The ITIC’s responsibilities include:

(1) Providing information about tsunami warning systems;
(2) Assisting the establishment of national warning systems and improving preparedness for tsunamis for all nations throughout the Pacific Ocean; and
(3) Fostering tsunami research and its application to prevent loss of life and damage to property.

1.4. Improvement

The current tsunami warning systems have been installed quite well, but there are still several important issues that need to be addressed.

1.4.1. Understanding Nature

We still do not understand nature sufficiently well for absolutely reliable prediction of tsunamis. Therefore, we need to continue to modernize warning systems and continually check all data. For example, we know that some small earthquakes could generate very powerful tsunamis. However, on March 29, 2005, the Sumendala Indonesia quake, which registered at 8.7 Ms, caused a small tsunami and failed to trigger a destructive disaster like that on December 26, 2004 in the Indian Ocean.

1.4.2. Short Response Time

Although a 10-minute warning is the hoped-for response time, a quake closer to the shore could cut that time dramatically. In a worst-case scenario, according to projections in 2003 by Japan’s Central Disaster Management Council, three simultaneous quakes could generate a magnitude of 8.7,
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killing 28,000 people, including nearly 13,000 whose lives would be claimed by the resulting tsunami (http://english.aljazeera.net/NR/exeres/4C4B0D4C-8598-4000-94F2-4961857C619E.htm).

1.4.3. No System

Some poor Asian countries have no tsunami warning system. The sudden and enormous loss of 300,000 lives and property in the December 26, 2004 tsunami affected numerous countries across different continents.

GIS and remote sensing have already been widely used in monitoring, predicting, early warning, loss assessment, rescue activities, and aid crisis management for natural disasters. The effectiveness and usefulness of the technologies could be enhanced if they were incorporated into an optimally designed disaster management system.

2. ROLE OF REMOTE SENSING IN THE DECEMBER 26, 2004 INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI

Remote sensing has been widely used in the December 26, 2004 tsunami’s detection, mapping, monitoring, damage assessment, and crisis management, and would play a large role in an effective warning system due to its “wide and insightful eyesight” in observing similar catastrophic disasters. Examples of remote sensing data and software for the December 26, 2004 tsunami are presented below.

2.1. Remote Sensing Data

(1) SPOT (Systeme Pour l’Observation de la Terre) and IKONOS image were used to detect the progression of tsunami waves and sediment change, and to obtain damage details.

(2) MODIS (moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer) band 1 (0.62–0.67 mm) and band 2 (0.841–0.876 mm) (250-m spatial resolution) were used to map coastal flooding.

(3) MODIS band 2 was resampled to 500 m for studying sediment load.

(4) MODIS-Terra data were acquired less than three hours after the earthquake, and a special emphasis was made to understand trails during propagation and after impact on coastlines.

(5) NDVI (normalized differential vegetation index) ratios were used to map tsunami-affected areas.

(6) Landsat, RS-1C, 1D, Oceansat-1, and Resourcesat in India were used for analysis and damage assessment.

(7) Aerial photography was used by ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation) to assess the state of agricultural areas, coastal vegetation, and beaches.

(8) Orbimage, DigitalGlobe, and Space Imaging provided the U.S. military and National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency with imagery of affected areas for the U.S. Agency of International Development’s Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance on a daily basis.

2.2. Software

Two examples of software used in the analysis of remote sensing data for the December 26, 2004 tsunami are presented and we suggest here that GIS and remote sensing software tools are used together to enhance the analysis and efficiency of information processing.

(1) ENVI (Environment for Visualizing Images) is a software tool that was used to process and analyze various remote sensing data relevant to the tsunami for a survey of the precursor environment before the tsunami and loss assessment. ENVI provides a flexible framework to integrate the functionality of a GIS such as ARCGIS.

(2) ARCGIS is a GIS software that was used to generate a vector layer of the inundated area and the inundated area statistics were computed from this layer. It was also used to help monitor the hazards and make temporal assessments as a guide for logistical services, and help model the hazards as an important data source.

3. DISASTER SYSTEM AND MODELING

To investigate quantitatively the potential of remote sensing and GIS in tsunami impact relief, the disaster system (Section 3.1) is decomposed into several components. There are many studies of the components (Petak & Atkinson, 1982; Shi, 1996; Haimes, 2008) and the equations of the essential components are presented in what follows: magnitude of the
earthquake (the source of tsunami, Section 3.2), intensity of the tsunami (Section 3.3), human society (Section 3.4), and the loss caused by the interactions (bonds) between the hazard and humans (Sections 3.5 and 3.6). The relationships presented are probability models and they are spatially explicit or implicit. Section 4 highlights the nodes of the disaster system where remote sensing and GIS can be embedded to improve the performance of the system. Because our objective is not to provide an integrative software tool or package for modeling the disaster system but, rather, to assess GIS and remote sensing techniques used in a tsunami warning system, the above theories are simplified (Section 5) and then used in calculations.

3.1. Disaster System

Natural hazards impact human society through the bond between humans and nature. Humans, nature, and the bond form a disaster system. Fig. 1 shows the disaster system: the top layer represents humans and the bottom layer represents nature. In the case of a tsunami, an earthquake causes wave propagation that forms a destructive tsunami that potentially affects humans on coastlines. As can be seen in this figure, there is a link between humans and the natural hazard (tsunami). Logically, losses could be reduced or eliminated if the link is broken, by displacing humans permanently from the risk area, which could be identified by remote sensing and GIS analysis and records of hazards in history, or by temporal retreat based on professional hazard forecasting, which could be facilitated by remote sensing and GIS, or by expedient escape according to a tsunami warning implemented with remote sensing surveillance.

Fig. 2 shows the components of a disaster system and their relationship. Natural hazards causing human and economic losses could be remarkably mitigated by human intervention. “Dissipation measures” (hard intervention) refers to planning flooding zones, releasing rock stress, planting slopes, etc. A society becomes more robust by enhancing buildings to resist earthquakes, relocating houses to noninundation zones to avoid flooding, providing disaster education, and practicing preparation exercises. Relief actions include rescuing buried victims and providing food, water, tents, and medical and sanitary aid. In addition to these concrete and hard measures, losses could also be significantly reduced by “soft” intervention, i.e., monitoring, forecasting, early warning, and evaluating the state and processes of the system components.

We modeled the disaster system to evaluate the efficiency of remote sensing and GIS as components
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of the system in disaster relief through their roles in forecasting an event in advance, tracing the progression of the disaster and evaluating the hazard’s spatial impact. Their roles could be further enhanced by the design of an integrated disaster system.

3.2. Magnitude of Hazard: MS

As much information and as many indicators as possible are gathered to improve the accuracy and precision of the hazard forecast. These factors, or relevant phenomena, are integrated into a probabilistic, summarized as:

\[ MS_0(k) = P_1(X(i_1, -\tau_1)) \cup P_2(Z_1(i_2, -\tau_3)), \]

where \( MS_0 \) is the magnitude of the earthquake at its epicenter \( k \), \( X(\cdot) \) are the factors in the location set \( \{i_1\} \) that induce \( MS_0 \) with a probability \( P_1 \), and \( Z_1(\cdot) \) is a detectable phenomenon at a location set \( \{i_2\} \) related with \( X \) or \( MS_0 \) by a probability \( P_2 \), such as the abnormally shaped cloud that was found hovering over Sumatra before the quake, the epicenter of the December 26, 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami earthquake, animal evacuation prior to the hazard, and clusters of rupture movements prior to a major earthquake. The time of earthquake occurrence is given as zero, and \( \tau_1 > 0 \) and \( \tau_3 > 0 \) are times ahead of the major quake. The symbol \( \Leftrightarrow \) denotes probability forecasting and \( \cup \) denotes conjunction. Remote sensing may sense some of \( X(i_1, -\tau_1) \) and \( Z(i_2, -\tau_3) \) at places \( \{i_1\} \) at \( -\tau_1 \) and \( \{i_2\} \) at \( -\tau_3 \), respectively.

Only some types of earthquakes (\( \Omega \)) cause tsunamis:

\[ MS(k) = MS_0(k) \times \delta_m, \]

where \( \delta_m \) is a switch function, equal to 1 if the \( MS_0 \) is a tsunami earthquake, 0 otherwise, based on observations and mechanistic assumptions (some relevant phenomena). \( MS \) is what we are interested in. The significance of distinguishing \( MS_0 \) and \( MS \) is that tsunami prediction based on \( MS_0 \) sometimes leads to a false warning. Unfortunately, there is currently little knowledge about \( \delta \) (McClooskey et al., 2005); consequently, it is not known if \( \delta \) should trigger the warning system to switch on or off once an earthquake is detected, although there is a statistical relationship (Kulikov et al., 2005). This situation may be overcome if more is understood about the mechanism by which earthquakes trigger tsunamis and if we have more sensors on both the bottom and the surface of oceans.

3.3. Intensity of Hazard: I

\[ I_5(j, \tau_5) = g(MS(k), d(k, j)) \cup Z_2(\tau_5); \]

\[ \tau_5(j) = d(k, j)/v; \]

where \( I_5(j, \tau_5) \) is the intensity of a tsunami at the shore site \( j \), i.e., the height and speed of the wave of the tsunami, \( d(k, j) \) is the distance between the quake epicenter and the front of the wave, \( g \) is a function mapping the quake magnitude, distance, and geomorphical features to the height and speed of the wave, \( Z_2(\tau_5) \) is a natural phenomenon that accompanies \( I_5(t + \tau_5) \), such as suspended sediment concentration in the ocean, \( \tau_5 \) is the time elapsed from the quake (\( MS \) outbreak, and \( v \) is the spread velocity of the tsunami wave. Koshimura et al. (2001), Pelinovsky et al. (2002), and Sato et al. (2003) used a deterministic approach and Geist and Parsons (2006) employed probabilistic analysis to specify the formula and parameters. There was remote sensing of \( Z_2 \) after the wave landed (http://www.ias.ac.in/currsci/mar102005/709.pdf), and a 10-m-resolution SPOT4 image shows unusually large waves off the coast of Thailand (http://www.spotimage.fr/html/_167_240_241_781_.php). Water from all inlets \( J \) along the shore flooded and accumulated at site \( i \) on land, \( I_5 \) in the sea transferred its form to \( I_L \), which cost lives and damaged property:

\[ I_L(i, \tau_5) = \int_J h(I_5(j, \tau_5), w(i, j)) \, dj \cup Z_3(\tau_5), \]

in which \( I_L(i, \tau_5) \) is the depth, area, and duration of flooding. The expression \( Z_3(\tau_5) \) is a phenomenon that accompanies \( I_L(i, \tau_5) \) such as moisture changes on land. The time delay from a tsunami’s arrival at a coastline \( j \) to anywhere \( i \) on land is very short, so it is omitted here. The term \( w(i, j) \) is the pathway from the shoreline inlet \( j \) to a site \( i \) on land. There is a precise relationship between wave height \( h \) on the shoreline and hazard \( I_L \) on land in hydrology (Matsutomi et al., 2001; Choi et al., 2002), which could be easily acquired from remote sensing and GIS and is a prerequisite of a detailed digital elevation model, and land cover over area \( \{i\} \) just before the arrival of a tsunami.

3.4. Human Society: H

Human society, composed of movable and immovable objects, under a hazard risk, is denoted by a human risk matrix \( H \):
of a risk zone, and 

\[ H(z, m + n \mid \mathcal{R}) = \left( \begin{array}{cccc}
h_{1,1} & \cdots & h_{1,m} & h_{1,m+1} & \cdots & h_{1,m+n} \\
h_{2,1} & \cdots & h_{2,m} & h_{2,m+1} & \cdots & h_{2,m+n} \\
\vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \cdots \\
h_{z,1} & \cdots & h_{z,m} & h_{z,m+1} & \cdots & h_{z,m+n} \\
\end{array} \right) = H(M; N \mid \mathcal{R}), \]

where \( h_{z,k} \) refers to the number of the \( k \)th type humans or properties distributed over \( z \)-level intensity of a risk zone, and \( z = 1, 2, \ldots, z \). There are \( m \) types of movable objects and \( n \) types of immovable properties, and the matrix \( H \) accordingly is partitioned into two parts: movable \( M \) (left part of the matrix) and immovable \( N \) objects (right part of the matrix), which have different vulnerabilities and calculations. The movable objects \( M \) (humans, animals) and immovable property \( N \) (houses, crops) react differently to condition \( \mathcal{R} \), i.e., the knowledge of hazards, government regulations, and warnings. The various reactions to \( \mathcal{R} \) lead to various distributions and adoptions of human society \( H(M, N) \) just before a hazard descends.

3.5. Vulnerability: \( V \)

Vulnerability of human society \( (H) \) to hazard intensity \( (I) \) is an empirical data matrix \( V \):

\[ V(z, m + n) = \left( \begin{array}{cccc}
v_{1,1} & \cdots & v_{1,m} & v_{1,m+1} & \cdots & v_{1,m+n} \\
v_{2,1} & \cdots & v_{2,m} & v_{2,m+1} & \cdots & v_{2,m+n} \\
\vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \cdots \\
v_{z,1} & \cdots & v_{z,m} & v_{z,m+1} & \cdots & v_{z,m+n} \\
\end{array} \right) = V(M; N), \]

where \( v_{z,k} \) is the percentage loss of a \( k \)th type of object under intensity \( z \). \( V \) is obtained by empirical regression (Sonmez et al., 2005; Badal et al., 2005; Anderson, 2003; Van Der Voet & Slob, 2007) or engineering experiment. We used observed losses to regress the estimated height of the wave over space to evaluate the values in this article.

3.6. First Loss from Hazard Arrival to Its Physical End: \( L_0 \)

By multiplying the vulnerability matrix and human risk matrix, we obtain the first loss matrix:

\[ L_0(M; N \mid \mathcal{R}) = V(M; N) \otimes H(M; N \mid \mathcal{R}) \]

where \( L_0(M; N \mid \mathcal{R}) \) is the loss of movable objects \( M \) and immovable property \( N \). Knowledge of risk \( \mathcal{R} \) induces hazard-resistant infrastructure and buildings, \( \rho N < N \), where \( \rho \) is the percentage of damage; government regulations on hazard management lead to both human and property displacement away from the risk zone; risk warning promotes the retreat of movable objects. In condition \( \mathcal{R}_6 \), there is a prediction of hazard. Therefore, the movable objects \( M \) should have enough time for retreat so that none are lost, and the knowledge of hazards and government regulations guarantee that immovable property will be built outside of risk zones so that no immovable property will be lost either. Under the \( \mathcal{R}_5 \) condition, there are no government regulations, and some real estate is built inside risk zones, although buildings may be enhanced to resist hazard to some
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degree \((0 < \rho < 1)\) according to hazard knowledge. A thorough use of remote sensing and GIS and a high-efficiency disaster management system enables the maximum retreat of moveable objects, and the loss is \(\beta M\), where \(0 < \beta < 1\). In condition \(\mathfrak{A}4\), there is no knowledge of hazards or regulations concerning hazards, and the real estate in risk zones is vulnerable to hazards. However, early warning gives people some time to escape the risk zones, and the loss is \(\alpha M\), \(0 < \alpha < 1\) and \(\beta < \alpha\). In condition \(\mathfrak{A}3\), there is no early warning of hazards, people are completely unaware of the coming catastrophe, and are vulnerable to the hazard \(v(M)h(M)\), whereas the knowledge and regulation of hazards is such that the real estate has been built outside the risk zones (Robert et al., 2003). In condition \(\mathfrak{A}2\), there is no warning, so people are fully vulnerable \(v(M)h(M)\) to the coming hazard. There are also no government regulations, so real estate has been built within the risk zones, although the loss may be modified by the owners’ knowledge of a coming hazard \(v(N)h(\rho N)\). The worst case is \(\mathfrak{A}1\), in which there is no warning and no foreknowledge, so there are no regulations governing hazards, and both humans and their property are completely vulnerable to disaster.

Obviously,

\[
\mathfrak{A}6 : L_0(0; 0) < \mathfrak{A}5 : L_0(\beta M; \rho N) < \mathfrak{A}4 : L_0(\alpha M; N);
\]

\[
\mathfrak{A}3 : L_0(M; 0) < \mathfrak{A}2 : L_0(M; \rho N) < \mathfrak{A}1 : L_0(M; N),
\]

where \(\alpha\) denotes \(\mathfrak{A}6: L_0(0, 0) < \mathfrak{A}3: L_0(M; 0)\), et al.

In more detail,

\[
L_0(z, m + n | \mathfrak{A}) = V(z, m + n) \otimes H(z, m + n | \mathfrak{A})
\]

According to this matrix, loss from a disaster can be evaluated on three scales:

Scale 1: \(\sum_{i=1}^z v_{i,m}h_{i,m}\), loss of \(m\)th type object in zone \(z\);

Scale 2: \(\sum_{i=1}^z v_{i,m}h_{i,m}\), loss of \(m\)th type object in entire hazard area; \(\sum_{i=1}^{m+n} v_{i,j}h_{i,j}\), loss over \(\tau\)th level risk zone; and

Scale 3: \(\sum_{j=1}^{m+n} v_{j}h_{j}\), total loss within the disaster area.

If loss on scale 1 is found, the losses on levels 2 and 3 are calculated by summing losses of scale 1. Losses on levels 3 or 2 may be approximately estimated by sampling techniques (Wang et al., 2002) without data at lower levels. Furthermore, with downscaling techniques and prior data, losses on levels 2 or 1 may be estimated once we know the losses on levels 3 or 2, respectively.

3.7. Secondary Loss from the Physical End of a Hazard to the End of Relief Action: \(\beta L_0\)

The losses of some movable and unmovable objects increase even after the physical hazard process reaches an end if the relief actions are not immediate and efficient (Sever et al., 2006; Slotta-Bachmayr, 2005; Kuwata & Takada, 2004). Fig. 3 illustrates schematically an empirical relationship, where \(\tau_2\) denotes the delay from hazard arrival to the beginning of relief actions, i.e., the time to identify the location and seriousness of a disaster, and the time to access the target area from the resource site. Remote sensing speeds the identification of the target, thus shortening \(\tau_2\). The expression \(\tau_4\) denotes the delay from the time relief efforts begin to the time of rescue. The value \(\beta(>0)\) is an empirical parameter, reflecting the efficiency of relief, and is related to the equipment.
experience, size of the rescue action, and food and medical aid. The higher the efficiency, the smaller is $\beta$, which is expressed by:

$$L(M; N | \tau_2, \tau_4; \Re) = L_0(M; N | \Re)(1 + \beta(1 - e^{-\tau_2 - \tau_4})).$$

If the relief actions are totally inefficient, taking $\delta_2 + \delta_4 \to \infty$ in the above equation, the maximum losses after the physical end of a hazard are:

$$L_{\text{max}}(M; N | \Re) = L_0(M; N | \Re)(1 + \beta).$$

The above general model chain from $MS$ to $I$ to $H$ and finally to $L$ was specified by mechanism, system dynamo language, stochastic process, or Taylor expansion, then calibrated by regression if there were corresponding observed data. A quick estimation was made by a simplification of the modeling and using empirical data, as described in Section 5 in this article.

4. DISASTER SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION AND REMOTE SENSING AND GIS INPUT

4.1. Efficient Time Interval $\delta$

Time is the most crucial factor in disaster reduction: earlier warning allows enough time for retreat, and timely relief reduces secondary loss. Fig. 4 shows the timing of a tsunami process schematically: an earthquake broke out and is denoted by the origin point of a coordinate system composed by space $j$, time $t$ ($\tau_1$ or $\tau_3$ denotes the times ahead of the quake of predictions using relevant factors or related phenomena, see Section 3.2), and loss $L$. The quake triggered a tsunami that took about two hours ($\tau_5$) to spread from the origin to shorelines and about a further 10 minutes to hit humans and the property distributed along the coast; it might take about three days ($\tau_2$) to identify and approximately assess the losses distributed over the widely impacted areas. In light of this information, massive and efficient disaster relief actions were implemented that lasted about one month ($\tau_4$); then recovering actions began, including reconstructing houses, lifelines, and other facilities, and these actions lasted about one year or more. The daily losses caused by the tsunami started from the time of the quake, increased dramatically after the waves hit the shore, and reached a maximum; the daily losses continued to the periods of the instant relief actions and recovering actions. The longer the time $\tau_{\text{odd}} (=\alpha_1 \tau_1 + \alpha_3 \tau_3 + \alpha_5 \tau_5)$, the less the loss $L$; the shorter the time $\tau_{\text{even}} (=\alpha_2 \tau_2 + \alpha_4 \tau_4)$, the less the loss $L$. The various $\alpha$ values reflect that the times in different disaster stages have different importance to the loss $L(M, N)$, and the weights can be estimated from past disaster records.

**Fig. 4.** Schematic time periods of tsunami process.
We define a value called the “efficient time interval,” $\delta$, to represent the efficiency of a disaster system:

$$\delta = \tau_{\text{odd}} - \tau_{\text{even}}.$$  

Obviously, the larger the $\delta$ values are, the less the losses. Remote sensing and GIS play crucial roles in providing timely detailed and correct information of the hazard and disaster states. Furthermore, a highly efficient disaster system would fully utilize remote sensing and GIS functionalities.

4.2. Optimization of Disaster System

We investigated the possibilities of lengthening the efficient time interval $\delta$ by optimizing the disaster system using state-of-the-art theories. Table I shows current theories used for disaster components and possible new optimization technologies to improve them. Nowadays, the surveillance network is distributed by prior knowledge (Office of Science & Technology of U.S. President, 2005) or by classical/spatial sampling theories (Cochran, 1977). However, a new spatial sampling theory called the sandwich spatial sampling technique, which quantitatively combines both prior knowledge and prior probability, was proven to be much more efficient than others in designing a surveillance network, and also offered several advantages: (1) it combined remote sensing surface information (a spectrum) from the air and sampling point detailed information on the ground (confirmation) to improve the surveillance efficiency; and (2) it combined fine spatial resolution, but expensive and less frequent images (IKNOIS or QUICKBIRD), and coarse, but frequent (SPOT or MODIS), images to produce a new image with higher resolutions in space and time and spectrum at a lower cost. Some hazards such as earthquakes are too complicated to be modeled, but thanks to the accumulation of observation, we can use data-driven mega models to filter out several distinct patterns from the observed data that are often a mixture of various mechanisms and factors underlying earthquakes (Wang et al., 1996). With the accumulation of observed and test data and the improvement of computer virtual reality techniques, vulnerability analysis (Petak & Atkinson, 1982) is ready to be implemented by scenario simulations (Li et al., 2005; Wyss, 2005). Departmental and regional studies benefit different groups. If a region is at risk from various hazards, people there are interested in an integrative risk assessment when they choose locations for homes, and are also concerned with individual hazards when buying life and property insurance. A technique based on GIS is now available to map out an integrated zonation that shows the risk at both individual and integrated levels (Wang et al., 1997; Petak & Atkinson, 1982). The change in secondary losses to the delay of relief actions varies for living beings, lifeline engineering, real estate, etc., and the composition of the hazard susceptibility varies over space; in addition, the first loss from the first attack of a hazard varies in space; therefore, an optimal and dynamic arrangement of relief resources and computer-based evacuation emergency planning will maximize the reduction of secondary losses (Wang et al., 2001; Simonovic & Ahmad, 2005).

4.3. Remote Sensing and GIS Input

Remote sensing and GIS play a critical role in improving the performance of disaster systems in forecasting risk, tracing hazards, evaluating loss, and guiding relief actions. To improve the efficiency of disaster systems, it is necessary to enhance the performance of all of the components, with each component corresponding to more specific remote sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disaster System Components</th>
<th>Current Theory</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Prior knowledge</td>
<td>Sandwich sampling (Wang et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard prediction</td>
<td>Data-driven single model</td>
<td>Data-driven mega model (Wang et al., 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster forecast</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Scenarios simulation (Li et al., 2005; Wyss, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss evaluation</td>
<td>Single hazard</td>
<td>Regional integration (Wang et al., 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief actions</td>
<td>Contingency</td>
<td>Resources allocation, computer-based planning (Wang et al., 2001; Simonovic &amp; Ahmad, 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Optimization of Disaster System
By investigating the link of every component of a disaster system with remote sensing and GIS (Leung, 1997) (Fig. 2) and then running a model chain (Section 3), we can compare the difference in system performance between cases with and without remote sensing and GIS data as input, and compare the utility of various resolutions in space and time and the spectrum of images in disaster reduction.

Although the task of specifying and calibrating all models in a disaster system remains a challenge for scientists in many fields, it is possible to evaluate quantitatively the role of remote sensing and GIS data in disaster reduction through the efficient time interval $\delta$, which directly reflects the essential characteristics of remote sensing and GIS in providing timely correct and detailed spatial information of a disaster before, during, and after an event.

Remote sensing and GIS lengthen $\tau_{odd}$ and shorten $\tau_{even}$, and hence expand $\delta$, which leads to a rise in evacuation rate of movable objects and, accordingly, a reduction of losses. The argument is calibrated in the following section.

5. THREE SCENARIOS

Fig. 5 shows the pilot area of the primary impact zone (PIZ) in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, the place that received the greatest impact of the December 26, 2004 tsunami. About 30,000 people died and 29,545 houses collapsed or were badly damaged inside the PIZ according to a later survey and statistics (CGI, 2005). The PIZ can be further divided into three zones with different risk levels of both intensity of wave ($I$ in Section 3.3) and population density (human society $H$ in Section 3.4), ranging from high risk close to the seashore to low risk farther away. The risk zone’s boundary is comprehensively determined by the texture and color of the remote sensing images after the disaster ($L_0$ in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, but accounted for by post hoc survey) (QuickBird,

Fig. 5. Pilot area and risk zones of Banda Aceh, Indonesia (map source: QuickBird, Landsat 7, ETM* and SRTM; partial data source: ECJRC, 2005; AIT, 2005; CGI, 2005).
We simulated three damage scenarios for the December 26, 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami disaster using three assumptions: (1) scenario 1, without an early warning system, i.e., the current situation, in Section 3.5; (2) scenario 2, with a system like the existing Pacific Ocean tsunami warning system, in Section 3.5; and (3) scenario 3, with an optimized disaster system fully using remote sensing and GIS as indicated in Table I, in Section 3.5.

Fig. 6 shows the intensity of the tsunami as it progresses (intensity I in Section 3.3). The intensity is measured by wave height: the higher the wave, the more destructive power it has. The wave height decreases as the distance from the shoreline increases. It took 10 minutes for the tsunami to travel from the earthquake epicenter to the PIZ shoreline, and 20 minutes to reach the entire PIZ. The curve is based on the actual sample measurement of the tsunami that occurred in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, December 26, 2004 by a field survey and reports (UNEP, 2005; Ahmet et al., 2004; Tierney, 2005; Keith, 2005; Helen, 2005; Quirin, 2005; ADB, 2005) and spatial interpolation (Atkinson, 2005; Penning-Rowsell et al., 2005).

Fig. 7 establishes the relationship of numbers of deaths to the wave height of the tsunami (vulnerability V in Section 3.5) through regression using observations. Due to the decrease in wave height with increasing distance from the shore, the number of deaths is positively correlated to the wave height and negatively correlated to the shore distance. After hitting the shore, the power of the wave decreases with increasing distance from the shore due to the hampering effect of the shore and reduction of the kinetic energy that results in less destructivity and thus fewer deaths. Fig. 7 also shows the number of deaths increases gradually with increasing wave height up to 3 m, above which a rapid increase in deaths occurs.

Fig. 8 is adapted from Hiroki (2005). Based on statistics, the figure indicates that each use of new technology (from the 1953 typhoon forecast system to 1959 computer-based forecasting to the 1980s GIS and RS data) were critical points at which the loss (deaths caused by flooding) dropped drastically. The historic assessment of the contributions of the techniques to rescue efficiency (Fig. 8), together with...
other simulated results (AIT, 2005; ECJRC, 2005) and the extrapolation of this trend, demonstrates the effectiveness and contribution of GIS and remote sensing technologies, and also indicates the potential contribution of optimal technology proposed by this article. From Fig. 8, the timing efficiency could be improved by a factor of about 1–2 with the warning system and by a factor of about 3–4 with the warning system optimized with GIS and remote sensing techniques. The values of these improvements (Fig. 8) were used to simulate the evacuation rates corresponding to the critical timing points under scenarios 2 and 3, whereas scenario 1 is the factual situation of the 2004 Indonesian tsunami from surveys.

The loss ($L_0$ in Section 3.6) is negatively proportional to the evacuation rates of objects, whereas the latter is positively proportional to $\delta$. As for movable humans, the evacuation rates (including time coefficients) in Fig. 9 were firstly acquired at critical points from the arrival of the tsunami to 45 minutes later from survey reports (Kenzo, 2005; AIT, 2005; Yamazaki, 2001; ECJRC, 2005), then the points were regressed and extrapolated to produce curves, considering Fig. 8, GIS and remote sensing application experience, human physical potentials, and the local transportation situation. We acknowledge that there exists some arbitrariness in the estimation of the disaster parameters due to the nonrepeatability of the event that cannot be experimentally investigated, but the uncertainty is mitigated by Fig. 8 and studies by Kenzo (2005), AIT (2005), Yamazaki (2001), and ECJRC (2005).

From Fig. 9, it can be seen that without any warning system (scenario 1), the evacuation is slow and ineffective, and there were many people who had still not been evacuated 50 minutes after the tsunami caused the most damage (as the scenario 1 plot indicates). This was the actual condition in the Banda, Aceh disaster. With a warning system similar to the existing Pacific tsunami system, the evacuation is effective. Under this scenario, after 15 minutes, the evacuation rate starts to increase until 35 minutes, at which time all people have been evacuated. The damage from the tsunami is assumed to be partial and moderate in this scenario. Furthermore, the plot for scenario 3 indicates the evacuation is timely and effective and all components relevant to before, during, and after the disaster in the disaster system were optimized as shown in Table I using GIS and remote sensing as inputs. Ten minutes after the tsunami’s occurrence, the rescue activity would be initiated (Ramirez & Carlos, 2004). We assume that people can be completely evacuated, with few losses, within 20 minutes under this scenario. In summary, the proportions of evacuation rates under the three scenarios 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to the efficient time interval $\delta$ are roughly 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively.

With the above parameters, we projected disaster scenarios in three distinct technical conditions. The results are summarized in Table II. The loss rate
is determined by the vulnerability and the amount of property (including humans and houses). The human loss rate and loss amount decreases from scenarios 1 to 3 and from A (high risk), to B (mid risk) to C (low risk). The housing loss rate has slight differences in that the effects of $m$ are not considered. Therefore, the housing loss risk is the same in each risk zone, but decreases from A to B to C under each scenario. Each risk zone corresponds to $z$ in the equation $H(z, m + n \mid \mathfrak{R})$ in Section 3.5. In summary, there are four risk levels and so $z = 4$. Here, only humans are considered as movable objects and hence $m = 1$. Similarly houses are included in the immovable object group, and so $n = 1$. $\mathfrak{R}$ corresponds to three different conditions (i.e., the scenarios in the first rows of Table III, scenarios 1–3): no knowledge and no warning, knowledge and warning, and knowledge with optimal technologies using GIS and remote sensing as inputs; then, the losses were estimated by the equation $L_0(M; N \mid \mathfrak{R}) = v(M; N) \otimes h(M; N \mid \mathfrak{R})$ in Section 3.5.

5.1. Scenario 1

We first estimated the rates of the number of dead and missing persons among the total population in the PIZ.

Let $L_z$ be the number of deaths in a certain zone $z$, $h_z$ be the number of residents in $z$, and $I_z$ the intensity of the disaster in $z$. For simplification of the simulation, we assume the vulnerability of human society to a tsunami is proportional to the hazard intensity. This assumption is rational because a very intense hazard results in much greater loss (Shi, 1996). Therefore, we use the following equation to simplify that in Section 3.5 for our simulation:

$$L_z = v_z \times h_z = g \times I_z \times h_z,$$

where $v_z$ is the vulnerability of human society to a tsunami under various circumstances of $\mathfrak{R}$ (Section 3.6), and is proportional to $I_z$ by a coefficient $\gamma$. The vulnerability coefficient $\gamma$ involves the intensity (wave height) and the vulnerability of human society under different technical conditions (scenarios) and helps build the relationships among intensity ($I_z$), death (the human loss, $L_z$), and population ($h_z$).

For $h_z$, an even distribution of the population over the PIZ is assumed:

$$h_A = h \times (1.8/4.7), h_B = h \times (1.5/4.7),$$
$$h_C = h \times (1.4/4.7),$$

where $h$ is the total number of residents in the PIZ, and $1.8 + 1.5 + 1.4 = 4.7$ km are the mean widths of A, B, and C and the PIZ measured in Fig. 5.

For $I_z$, the intensity of a tsunami is described by its wave height, and is obtained from Fig. 6:

$$I_A = 4.5 \sim 6m, I_B = 2 \sim 4.5m, I_C = 0 \sim 2m.$$ 

Consequently,

$$L_A : L_B : L_C = 18 \times (4.5 \sim 6) : 15 \times (2 \sim 4.5) : 14 \times (0 \sim 2) \approx 55\% : 30\% : 15\%.$$ 

For houses, the proportion of collapsed structures between the zones is assumed to be similar to the human death proportion.

The proportions and total deaths $M$ and the number of collapsed and seriously damaged houses $N$ in the PIZ were estimated for each of the risk zones in scenario 1, as listed in Table II.

5.2. Scenarios 2 and 3

From the curves in Fig. 9, the proportions of the loss rates under the three scenarios are found to be 10:5:1 or 1:0.5:0.1 (the evacuation rate is 1:5:10) for movable humans. For immovable real estate, the relationship is simply 1:1:1 due to $\mathfrak{R}$’s limited effect upon the loss of houses; i.e., there are similar loss rates under different scenarios. Using the models described in Section 3.6, we estimated the deaths in PIZ in scenarios 2 and 3 to be 15,000 and 3,000, respectively, based on the survey data of 30,000 deaths in scenario 1. By two largely rational assumptions that the proportions of losses between A, B, and C remain unchanged in $\mathfrak{R}_1$, $\mathfrak{R}_4$, and $\mathfrak{R}_5$, and that the losses stay the same for immovable objects under the three technological conditions, we easily obtain the remaining figures in Table II.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The merits of GIS and remote sensing in disaster relief could be enhanced in an optimized disaster system. We measured their potential contribution in disaster reduction through an indicator called the efficient time interval by modeling a disaster system and simulating its performance under three conditions. Under the assumption of a tsunami attack with the same intensity as that of the December 26, 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the simulations in the PIZ in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, disclosed quite different scenarios for the losses of human life and houses in
**Table II.** Summaries of Three Damage Scenarios of the Tsunami Under Three Technological Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zones</th>
<th>Scenario 1 (L(M, N \mid \mathcal{R}_1))</th>
<th>Scenario 2 (L(M, N \mid \mathcal{R}_4))</th>
<th>Scenario 3 (L(M, N \mid \mathcal{R}_5))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> Deaths (persons)</td>
<td>Rate &gt;55% (\times 0.5 = 27.5%) &gt;55% (\times 0.1 = 5.5%) &gt;55%</td>
<td>Number &gt;16,500 &gt;8,250 &gt;1,650</td>
<td>Number &gt;16,249 &gt;16,249 &gt;16,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong> Deaths (persons)</td>
<td>Rate 30–55% (\times 0.5 = 15–27.5%) 30–55% (\times 0.1 = 3–5.5%)</td>
<td>Number 9,000–16,500 4,500–8,250 900–1,650</td>
<td>Number 8,863–16,249 8,863–16,249 8,863–16,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong> Deaths (persons)</td>
<td>Rate 15–30% (\times 0.5 = 7.5–15%) 15–30% (\times 0.1 = 1.5–3%)</td>
<td>Number 4,500–9,000 2,250–4,500 450–900</td>
<td>Number 4,431–8,863 4,431–8,863 4,431–8,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong> Deaths (persons)</td>
<td>Rate 100% (\times 0.5 = 50%) 100% (\times 0.1 = 10%)</td>
<td>Number 30,000 15,000 3,000</td>
<td>Number 29,545 (80% of BA) 29,545 (80% of BA) 29,545 (80% of BA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** BA refers to Banda Aceh; Rate = \(L(M; N)\) in zone \(z/\mathcal{H}(M; N)\) in zone \(z\).

GIS and RS (scenario 3). The efficiency of GIS and RS techniques in relief timing can be improved corresponding to scenario 3 and \(L(M, N \mid \mathcal{R}_5)\).

The parameters of the procedure were calibrated, which gave an estimation of the losses for three different levels of technologies. Using the data and materials of the Indian tsunami on December 26, 2004, a simulation was performed. The factual situation without a tsunami warning system caused a great number of deaths (30,000). The simulation showed that a warning system similar to that in the Pacific could halve the number of deaths (15,000; see Table II). However, if equipped with sophisticated GIS, remote sensing, and optimization techniques, the warning system, as the simulation shows, could reduce number of deaths to 3,000.

Our comparison and conclusion have significant implications for planning, building, and optimization of a tsunami warning system. The proposed optimized disaster system should be equipped with state-of-the-art instruments and advanced theories relevant to disasters. GIS and remote sensing could be implemented into every node of the system from forecasting, monitoring, and early warning to assessing, regulating, and intervening, and this would considerably relieve the impact of a tsunami hazard.
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